Winter Springs Cycling Safety Affirmation and Liability Release
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING
I, the undersigned, fully realize and acknowledge the hazardous nature and dangers of participating in
any organized bicycle ride. I fully assume the risk associated with such participation including, by way of
example and not limitation, the following; the dangers of collision with pedestrians, vehicles, other riders, and
fixed or moving objects; the dangers arising from safety hazards, equipment failure, inadequate safety
equipment, and weather conditions; and the possibility of injury, serious physical injury, death and/or mental
trauma associated with cycling. I understand that bicycle helmets are required to participate in and agree to
carry a form of identification containing, by way of example and not limitation, the following; full name and
emergency contact information, on any and all rides sponsored, organized, offered or recommended by Winter
Springs Cycling (WSC) or participated in by WSC (the “Rides”).
I understand and agree that neither WSC, its officers, leaders or agents, nor the ride leader(s), or other
volunteers and participants (collectively the “Released Parties”), may be held liable in any way for any
occurrence or accident in connection with the Rides, and I further agree to release and save and hold harmless
the Released Parties from any and all claims of every nature by me, my family, estate, heirs or assigns arising out
of my participation in any and all the Rides.
I agree that it is not the function of the ride leaders to serve as guardians or guarantors of my safety. I
represent and warrant that I am in proper physical condition to participate in this ride and am a sufficiently
competent bicyclist to handle road, weather, and traffic conditions that may be encountered on any bike ride. I
understand that I am required to furnish my own equipment and that I am responsible for its safe and good
operating condition. I understand that I am responsible for my own conduct and decisions and agree to
participate in a safe, courteous and cooperative manner while on any and all Rides. I further agree to ride in
accordance to all applicable laws.
I understand that this release constitutes a waiver and release of claims that are based on any alleged
negligence or other action or inaction of the Released Parties. This release is binding for any and all the Rides,
past, present and future in which I participate and is intended to be as broad and inclusive as permitted by law,
and if any portion thereof is held invalid, the balance shall continue in full legal force and effect. This release is
freely and voluntarily executed by me after giving adequate consideration to the nature of this release and the
risks relating to the Rides. In executing this release, I am not relying on any inducements, promises or
representations made by the Released Parties. I am of lawful age and have read and fully understand this
release.

______________________________________________

__________________________________________________

PRINTED NAME

SIGNATURE

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________

EMAIL ADDRESS

DATE

NOTE: The “Printed Name” and “Email Address” fields can be filled out electronically prior to printing
for signature.
**Please make a copy of this signed form for your personal records.**
Revised 08/17/2011

